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The Independent Agency Regulatory Analysis Act 

The following examples suggest ways that the Independent Regulatory Analysis Act would hamper independent 

agencies' ability to protect Americans from death, injury, illness, and other harm: 

Consumer Financial Protection Bureau: The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) was created by the Dodd-Frank 

Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (Dodd-Frank) to protect the financial security of American families from a 

wide range of predatory and deceptive lending practices. The CFPB is already required to subject its rules to a cost-benefit 

analysis, as well as an unprecedented set of checks on its authority. For example, the CFPB must proactively consult with 

federal banking agencies and other agencies to ensure that its proposals are not in conflict with those other agencies' rules, 

and the Financial Stability Oversight Council may stay or set aside CFPB standards. Subjecting CFBP's rulemakings to additional 

review by the Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs and to redundant cost-benefit analysis requirements will do nothing 

to improve its rules and will only add delay and uncertainty to the rulemaking process. 

Securities and Exchange Commission: Last year, the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) saw one of its rulemakings 

thrown out after a federal court found that the agency's cost-benefit analysis was not sufficiently robust. The rule at issue – 

the "proxy access rule" – was part of Dodd-Frank and was designed to give shareholders more opportunity to influence the 

governance of public companies. The SEC conducted a cost-benefit analysis as directed by the statute, yet the court found that 

the analysis was inadequate. The enhanced cost-benefit analysis requirements and judicial review provisions of the 

Independent Regulatory Analysis Act could similarly imperil other SEC rules, as well as those at other independent agencies. 

Consumer Product Safety Commission: The Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) was created after Congress found 

that litigation, industry self-regulation, and the existing system of federal, state, and local laws were inadequate to protect 

Americans from unreasonably dangerous products. In 2008, the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act (CPSIA) 

empowered the agency to require that infant and children's products be safety-tested before being sold, to ban lead and 

phthalates in children's products, and to create the first publicly accessible, searchable database of consumer complaints. The 

agency oversees more than 15,000 different types of consumer products and, in addition to CPSIA, administers a range of laws 

that have been wildly successful in protecting Americans from death, injury, and illness. The agency has its own economic 

analysis requirements based on what type of product is being regulated and what type of risk is being addressed – recognizing, 

for example, the importance of ensuring that car seats and cribs are as safe as possible. Among its other regulatory efforts, the 

agency is currently working to ensure that safety tests and testing facilities are holding children's products to the appropriate 

standard under the law. Delaying these protections with a supplemental and inconsistent cost-benefit analysis supermandate 

could mean that American children would lack the protection Congress has provided. 

Nuclear Regulatory Commission: The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) regulates nuclear reactors, nuclear materials, 

nuclear security, and radioactive waste. The agency's long-standing practice is that standards necessary for the "adequate 

protection" of the public do not require economic justification. Yet, when the agency realized in the wake of Japan's 2011 

Fukushima Daiichi disaster that America's nuclear power plants were not adequately safeguarded and recommended a set of 

upgrades, the nuclear industry responded by citing the high cost of repairs and demanding a cost-benefit analysis of the 

changes. As a result, no changes have been made to date, and Americans are still not adequately protected from risks the 

agency has acknowledged to exist. Layering on a statutory requirement for cost-benefit analysis could further delay not only 

these critical changes, but would result in all of NRC's future regulatory efforts being evaluated on their economic, rather than 

their public safety, impact. 


